NOTES
Guardians,

Greetings and Happy New Year from Millington! I know this season of the pandemic has been long and gruosa, although we are starting to see a light at the end of the tunnel and each one of you have continued to give the good fight in protecting our installations and assets around the world. BZ and thank you!

Community steadily manned at 97%. SRB = Zone A/0000 and Zone B and C/PO6A, limited quotas. Convert out Opportunities = YRGRPs 2010-2016. Convert In Opportunities = YRGRPs 2017-2020. MA rate does not have FETP quotas available at this time. Please contact the MA ECM office at MA_ECM@navy.mil for career guidance and any questions which may arise.

Press on,
LCDR Ro Rosalez

Data Source: NMCRS(Inv)/NRMS(RE Rate)/N12(EPA/SSF)/BDPERS3(Adr Op) As of Date: 08-Jan-23